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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are developing a Windows Store app.
The app contains a page named MainPage. The page contains a media element named
videoPlayer.
You need to provide users with the ability to play the contents of videoPlayer on different
devices by using the Devices charm.
Which two code segments should you add to the OnNavigateTo event handler on MainPage?
(Each correct answer presents part of the solution. Choose two.)
A. Option A
B. Option B
C. Option C
D. Option E
E. Option D
Answer: B,E
Explanation:
http://msdn.microsoft.com/enus/library/windows/apps/windows.media.playto.playtosource.a
spx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/enus/library/windows/apps/windows.media.playto.playtosources
electedeventargs.aspx

NEW QUESTION: 2

You design a maintenance plan for a SQL Server 2008 instance that contains a database named
SalesDB.
The SalesDB database includes spatial indexes to support queries on spatial data.
You need to perform physical consistency checks on SalesDB. You also need to ensure that the
performance effect on the SalesDB database is minimized.
Which Transact-SQL statement should you execute?
A. DBCC SYS_CHECK (SalesDB);
B. DBCC CHECKDB (SalesDB);
C. DBCC SQLPERF (SalesDB);
D. DBCC REPAIRDB (SalesDB);
Answer: B
Explanation:
DBCC CHECKDB:
Checks the logical and physical integrity of all the objects in the specified database by
performing the
following operations:
Runs DBCC CHECKALLOC on the database.
Runs DBCC CHECKTABLE on every table and view in the database.
Runs DBCC CHECKCATALOG on the database.
Validates the contents of every indexed view in the database.
Validates link-level consistency between table metadata and file system directories and files
when
storing varbinary(max) data in the file system using FILESTREAM.
Validates the Service Broker data in the database.
The DBCC offers two repair modes:
REPAIR_REBUILD: This performs a repair that does not lead to any data loss.
REPAIR_ALLOW_DATA_LOSS: This performs a repair and fixes to the corrupted database
structures, and also results in data loss.
DBCC SYS_CHECK:
Database system tables are checked during this phase.
DBCC SQLPERF:
Provides transaction log space usage statistics for all databases. It can also be used to reset
wait and
latch statistics.
DBCC REPAIRDB: No such command/statement/clause.

NEW QUESTION: 3
DRAG DROP
You need to recommend a solution to meet the compliance requirements for the research
department and the statutory holidays.
What should you recommend configuring?
To answer, drag the appropriate object to the correct location in the answer area. Each object
may be used once, more than once, or not at all. Additionally, you may need to drag the split
bar between panes or scroll to view content.
Answer:
Explanation:
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